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The participation, or nonparticipation, of the patient in the medical record process has 

been viewed through Foucault’s lens of power relations: "Health care professionals have 

usurped the power to represent patients in the system … and the health record is the 

primary and most powerful means of accomplishing this .. Although the (subjective) 

voice of the patient is heard, regarding each problem articulated by the nurse, the patient 

is not a full-fledged member of the fellowship of discourse, is not a reader of the chart 

and has no responsibility for exchange of the written text." [Hays, 1989] The late and 

eminent social historian of medicine Roy Porter considered that patients had so long been 

disempowered as to be rendered unavailable for study: for historians, “Rather, ‘patients’ 

are the constructs of medicine … they can be studied only as they have been rendered 

visible by the “medical gaze.” [Porter, 1985]  

 

Medical records constitute the artifact of that medical gaze. Barrett, a historian of 19th-

century British colonial psychiatry, states that without the record, the patient “Paul” does 

not even exist: "[The patient] Paul, the intentional, unified subject … could not be 

described without the format of the case record … The documentary Paul was not a 

person doing things to other people but a summation of resultants—a passive 

conglomerate which lacked agency." In fact, the record and the patient are synonymous: 

"Those patients with the most volumes [of case records] were approached with dismay by 

the staff, for the sheer weight of writing became an indication of immense chronicity or 

unresolvable problems. For staff, the very identity of such patients was primarily located 

in their case records…some patients were described in terms of the quantity and weight 

of their records, for example, as a “five volume case” or a “fork-lift job” (That is, it 

would take a fork-lift truck to transport the records.)" [Barrett, 1988]  
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The social consequences inherent in the management of health information are 

recognized in the National Health Information Infrastructure, which calls “privacy” one 

of its basic elements; even while stressing the importance of patient-held records, the 

NHII clarifies that responsibility for maintenance of the individual health record should 

be left in the hands of healthcare providers. Ownership of medical data; privacy; and 

security are key social issues impacting the development, adoption, diffusion, and 

eventual use of EHR technologies, all of which rely on communication of individual’s 

private data for their effectiveness. For this reason, HIPAA—in which acronym the P 

stands not for “privacy” but “portability”—was an important federal step towards 

ensuring secure health information transactions.  

 

The principle of confidentiality in medicine, which predates Hippocrates, originated in 

the need to protect the doctor-patient relationship. The idea was that a patient who could 

not trust her doctor with her most intimate secrets could not give her doctor the 

information she needed to make treatment decisions. In modern society, medical 

information now has a wider audience. It is used in the financial services industries, and 

is accessed for purposes of education, employment, and social work to remedy social 

conditions. Some physicians even believe that access to patient medical information by 

patients has resulted in wider disclosure of that information to third parties.  

 

Ironically, the privacy and security concerns manifested in HIPAA and other policy 

sources have served to intensify public awareness of medical privacy problems. Health 

care consumers are concerned: One study revealed that 1 of 5 Americans polled believes 

their medical information is being used inappropriately. I am interested in the 

implications of these findings for future work with document-based medical record 

systems that involve patients in the process. A real telling of the Patient’s Story means 

taking the patient out of this passive role-- a non-person, represented by a collection of 

clinical documents--and empowering her as the editor, even the author, of the medical 

record which those documents comprise. This will require attention to two dimensions of 

physician-patient communication embodied in that medical record document:  
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• Terminology: Patient understanding of clinical terminology will need to be considered 

in design of interfaces to EHRs, ideally through a terminology server model that 

seamlessly translates from professional to lay language where lay language is understood 

to be an issue.  

 

• Content: For the National Health Information Infrastructure’s “personal health record” 

to have meaning, the correspondences and overlap between the content and completeness 

of the official medicolegal record and the patient’s personal account will have to be better 

understood. Since previous research indicates that the type of diagnosis has something to 

do with the success of the patient-held record, it may be that patients can help inform the 

designers of those records about optimal content and formats. 
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